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Meet
Mrs. Partridge

"Let's Make Crazy Stuff!"

Merion's Vice Principal

David Wiesner's Extraordinary Visit to Merion

By Alessandra Cahill

By Delphine Reid

Everyone knows Ms. Heffron, our
friendly principal. She comes to all of
Merion?s events, and our school is a
wonderful place thanks to her. But
there is one other person who also
deserves some credit. Mrs. Lynne
Partridge is the Vice Principal here at
Merion. You may have passed her in
the hallways. She has short,
salt-and-pepper hair and eyes that
sparkle. She often wears earrings and
glasses. And most importantly, she has
a smile that lights up the room. I
recently had a chance to talk to Mrs.
Partridge and I thought she was very
welcoming and enthusiastic about our
interview. Here's what I learned.

On a recent Friday at
Merion, the usual routine of
TDAs,
DRQs,
and
?enrichment? (also known as
extra assignments) stopped,
and suddenly frogs flew on
lily pads, pigs rode on paper
airplanes, aliens arrived
inside of a cat toy, and
ginormous broccoli stalks
plopped into a backyard.
It wasn?t the universe
turning upside down? it was
a visit from the amazing
picture book author and
artist, David Wiesner.
David Wiesner is one of
the most celebrated and
popular picture book writers
and illustrators ever. He is
one of only two authors to
have won three Caldecott
medals, for his books
Tuesday, The Three Pigs,
and Flotsam. He also won three
Caldecott honors for his books Free
Fall, Sector 7, and Mr. Wuffles! He
grew up in New Jersey and now lives
in Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania.
At the assembly, Mr. Wiesner talked
about how exploring your ideas can
lead you into unexpected places; how
he?s been inspired by many artists,
including Salvador Dali; and the long
and complicated process that it takes
to complete his amazing books.
Mr. Wiesner isn?t afraid to create
secret worlds, to make magic, and to
explore the strange and the weird. One

What j ob did you have before you
became our Vice Pr incipal?
Before I came to Merion four years
ago, I was an Assistant Principal
[which is the same as a Vice Principal]
at Penn Wynne Elementary. Before
that, I was a Challenge teacher at
Belmont Hills Elementary.
How come not a lot of the students
know who you are?
Well, that?s because I am only here at
Merion one day a week, sadly. I am
still four days a week at Penn Wynne,
and that?s because of the size of the
school [Penn Wynne is bigger than
Merion]. But I would love to be here
more often because Merion is a really
special place.

of his teachers, David Macaulay, the
author of The Way Things Work,
encouraged him to follow his passion
for exploring new and unusual worlds.
?David Macaulay instilled in me the
attitude toward creativity and making
art that I have today,? Mr. Wiesner
said. ?The idea of exploring an idea
and following it as far as you can
possibly take it, and the joy of doing
it. He would look at the weird stuff I
did and say ?Do more of that!??
Mr. Wiesner works really hard on
his books. Some of them take years to
write? his graphic novel Fish Girl
took six years, and Tuesday and Mr.

Wuffles! came from covers that he did
for the magazine Cricket years before.
In the case of Mr. Wuffles!, the Cricket
cover came 30 years before the
finished book. ?I tried to make a book
from it then,? he said. ?I tried and
tried, and put it aside. It wasn?t until
decades later when my daughter was
in cello practice, and I took my
sketchbook out while I waited for her
and I started drawing flying saucers,
and that was it. I wasn?t expecting it
when I found it.?
(Continued on page 12)

PSSAs: One Teacher's Perspective
By Josephine Cini

Oh no! It?s PSSAs? those scary,
stressful, long tests. At least that?s
what some kids think, but we don?t
know the opinion of one of the most
important groups at Merion: Our
teachers! In this interview with Mr.
Morton, I heard what this fifth grade
Why did you become a Vice teacher thinks about PSSAs.
Pr incipal?
Because I?ve always loved school, Do you think these tests are too
working with kids, and learning. And lengthy?
I realized that being a Vice Principal is Mr. Morton: Well, they used to be
just a different way to help kids, and
much longer, but they started to cut
teachers too.
them down. They used to be at least
13 days, and now they?re just 5 days.
I f you had a magic wand, what
would you change about the school? What is your favor ite par t of the
I would wave away all of the
test?
unnecessary tests and let learning be Mr. Morton: My favorite part of the
fun!
(Continued on page 12)
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baseball and more
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test is Language Arts. I like it
because it shows more of kids?
capabilities.
What is your least favor ite par t of
the test?
Mr. Morton: My least favorite part
would be math. It makes me nervous
for the kids who are very good at
math but tests are just not their strong
suit.

the future or a teaching plan.
I f you could change anything about
these tests, what would you
change?
Mr. Morton: I would change their
reputation because a lot of people
think they're terrible and awful, but
they do have value. They are just
misread.
* * * *

What do you do while kids do the
assessment?
Mr. Morton: Teachers are expected to
monitor the kids during the tests. I try
to do activities where I can still watch
the kids and get things done at the
same time, like making a schedule for

Books, movies, and
other reviews
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Mr. Morton offers a look at what one
teacher thinks about PSSAs. Even
though these tests can?t be perfect,
and they have a purpose: to help us
kids in the future.
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Why Water Conservation is Important
By Kenny Mellon
I think we should all reduce the
amount of water we use. By wasting
water, we are depleting the Earth?s
limited supply of drinking water.
The first good reason to reduce
your water usage, besides spending
less money on your monthly water
bill, is that Americans waste a lot of
water. When you take into
consideration all of the water that one
person uses daily for both direct use
(drinking, flushing the toilet,
brushing
teeth,
and
washing
clothes? approximately
80-100
gallons) and indirect use (which
includes the water it takes to raise the
livestock for your meat, grow crops,
and make your clothes,) an average

American uses 2,000 gallons of water
per day whereas an average African
family only uses 5 gallons. In other
words, one American uses 400 times
the amount of an average African
family, which usually has more than
seven members in it. This means that
we clearly use way more water then
we need, since a seven-member
family uses just 5 gallons.
Another reason you should try to
conserve water is because only a
small amount of the world?s water is
actually drinkable. Did you know that
just 1% of the world?s water is
freshwater? And did you know that
just 1% of that can actually be
consumed, clean or not? This means
that only 0.0001% of the world?s
water is available for drinking, and

we?re wasting a lot of that very small
amount.
We take it for granted, but fresh
water is not always easy to come by.
Instead of turning on a faucet, some
people in places like Africa, Asia,
and South America have to walk
miles to get to their water source, in
most cases a well. Then they need to
make the back-breaking journey
home carrying their 2 or 3 gallons of
water. But what happens if they get to
their well and find it empty or their
aquifers dry? Water sources really
can run out. In fact, that?s what?s
going to happen to a city named Cape
Town in South Africa. Cape Town?s
reservoir is supposed to run dry by
July 1st, 2018, and Cape Town is a
major city in Africa with a population

of 3.75 million people. Would you
want that to happen to you or anyone
else?
I hope that after reading this
article, you will make a bigger effort
to not waste water so that we and the
rest of the living things that call Earth
their home don?t run out of water.
You can save water by putting a few
tips into practice. First, don?t lean on
the water fountains at school.
Second, make sure that you turn the
faucet all the way off when you?re
done with it. And lastly, turn off the
water when you brush your teeth. I
hope that the next time you are using
a sink or water fountain, you think
twice about leaving the water on
when not in use.

In My Opinion

Protecting Our Schools
By Brian Hsieh
Do you think there should be
stronger regulations on school safety?
Or, more specifically, on gun safety? I
think so. I think we need stronger
regulations on guns.
First, we need stronger regulations
on guns because there is a fear of
future mass shootings in schools like
Sandy Hook and Parkland. This is a
big issue for many people, like the
protesters who went to March for Our
Lives, a student-led demonstration in
support of tighter gun control. These
survivors and protesters want to
alleviate the fear of future tragedies
by making more gun regulations.
Secondly,
we
need
stronger
regulations because of accidents with
guns. Every day someone accidentally
shoots themself or someone else, and
many of these unfortunate incidents
involve children under the age of 18.
Lastly, we need stronger gun
regulations for people who suffer
from mental illness. Someone with a
mental illness who gets access to a
gun can hurt or kill themselves or use
guns to kill others.
An example of how stronger gun
regulations will help schools can be
seen at Parkland where students were
traumatized by the shooting and now
need help to cope with that disturbing
event.
The Parkland students
protested the current gun laws and, in
a few years, they will have the power
to vote for legislators who will make
better gun laws possible. An example
of stronger regulations because of

accidents with guns is that anyone
living with a gun that is not locked
and put away may have a child
accidentally find the weapon and
unintentionally hurt him or herself.
People affected by this tragedy will
also hopefully vote for stronger
regulations. The last example, for gun
safety and mental health, is how
people are allowed to purchase a gun
when they don?t have a thorough
background check or if they have a
history of mental illness.
Votes for stronger gun regulations
might stop these tragedies. There are
many people that think there must be
stronger regulations, but there also
some people, like Trump, who think
mental health issues are the problem.
Some people also rely on the
Constitution for guidance on this topic
as this topic is a political maze. A type
of gun law that people are pushing for
is the so-called ?Red Flag.? This type
of regulation is when a person is
suspected to be a threat, then the
police can take away their guns until
further notice. However, it might
violate the Second Amendment
depending on the conditions.
In conclusion, while there are
many reasons to have stronger gun
regulations, there are many obstacles
as well. There is no simple solution.
In order to prevent future tragedies,
support must be given to both mental
illness health care and stronger
weapon regulations. People need to
put away their political differences so
we can work together to save lives.

Read More Merion Muse Online
Want to see more from this year's talented staff of Merion Muse? Go to
www.merionhsa.org/merion-muse-online.html and click 2018 Online Edition.

Spanish Festival 2018
By Sasha Grollman
The 2018 Spanish Festival was one to remember! The fourth and fifth grade
classes got to work in the Mercado and Restaurante for the first time, grades
1-3 got to ?Escape the Room,? and everyone learned about Puerto Rico and
?Stole the Sombrero.? Feliz Cinco Mayo a Todos Los Estudiantes!

Merion Goes to Mount Snow
By Ana Byler and Ella Milby
Since 2016, Eric Milby (Ella,
Maggie, and Sarah?s dad) and Jen
Gallagher (Aelen and Henry?s mom)
have arranged a ski trip for kids from
Merion Elementary School and their
parents. This year, we went on
President?s Day Weekend. We all
took a bus to Mount Snow, a ski
resort in Vermont, and everyone
stayed at the Kitzhof Inn for three
days and four nights. We rented out
the entire inn so that the families on
the trip were the only ones there. We
love the Inn, and have stayed there in
years past.
On the first day of the long
weekend, we all boarded the bus at
8:00 am. The drive to Vermont was
about 6½ hours long. We talked,
watched movies, played card games,
and slept. There were about 100 seats
on the bus, and everyone had
someone to share a seat with. All of
the kids sat in the back of the bus.
There were TVs in every 4 seats for
us to watch movies and shows. We
also watched the beautiful scenery go
by as we got more and more excited
for the weekend.
Once we arrived at the inn,
everyone scattered to their rooms to

unpack. We got into our snow gear,
and then we all boarded the bus for
dinner. We went to a place called
Snow Barn. It had an arcade with a
lot of fun games and a dance floor
with a band. Afterwards, we hopped
back on the bus to go to a private
snow tubing session. If snow tubing
wasn't your preference, there was a
nice seating area by a campfire where
you could warm up and chat with
your friends.
The next day, we all got up at
6:00 am for breakfast. The chefs had
prepared a custom menu and we had
different options for what to eat every
day. When everyone had finished
eating, it was time to hit the slopes!
At Mount Snow, we got on our skis
or snowboards, and went up the lift.
Everyone went down the mountain in
groups. Some people took greens.
Some people took blues. And some
people, mostly parents, went down
blacks. We took a break about every
2 hours. Some of the groups went to
a waffle stand called Waffle Cabin
(which has the best waffles EVER!).
When it was time to go home, we
had all had an amazing weekend of
skiing and snowboarding, playing,
and having fun with our friends in the
wonderful Vermont outdoors. The
ski trip was a success once again, and
we can?t wait for next year!
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Snowstorms Hit the East Coast
By Lilian Wang
The weather has been weird along
the East Coast lately. From 70
degrees Fahrenheit in the winter to
record snow in March, it?s far from
normal. This year, the East Coast had
a bunch of snowstorms and many
disasters, too. One of the worst
happened on March 1st when a
blizzard started. The wind raged up
to 90 miles per hour. There wasn?t
heavy snow accumulation, but the
wind knocked down thousands of
trees and nearly two million people
lost power. We were the lucky ones.

Poetry

The Spring
By Jed Van Dusen
Flowers blooming, butterflies
zooming.
The trees are growing, the wind is
blowing.
The sun is shining, bunnies are
dining.
There are hatching eggs and
running legs.
There is no more snow, the
temperature?s not low.
The squirrels are fuzzy, the bees
are buzzy.
Gardens are green, worms are seen.
Birds are tweeting, chipmunks are
eating.
There?s bird watching, and
hopscotching.
All for the spring!

Our house didn?t lose power, but
some of our friends did. One of our
friends didn?t have power for more
than a week!
As I was driving home from school
on the day of the blizzard, the car in
front of us drove onto ice and started
to slide across the road. The car came
barreling at another car and swerved
at the last second to avoid an
accident. Along the way, we saw two
toppled trees. One landed on top of a
car, but thankfully the owners got out
safely. After ten long minutes of
driving (it felt much longer), we got
home safely. My dad was so worried

that a tree might fall on our house
that he decided we should go to a
hotel.
On the way to the hotel, we had to
take what seemed like a thousand
detours because the roads were icy
and covered by branches and trees.
When we finally got there, it was
already 10:00 pm. I was so worried
and scared I couldn?t fall asleep. I
could hear the howling wind and feel
the fear churning in my stomach.
After a few hours, I fell asleep. I
woke up in the morning at 6:00 am
feeling nervous and I hoped nothing
bad had happened to our house.

When we got back to my house, I
was relieved. I hoped that there was
never a storm like that again. Later
that month, another storm hit our area
with heavier snow accumulation.
Some areas got more than five feet of
snow! (Here, we got only one foot of
snow). Although it wasn?t as
dangerous as the first storm, people
still died from falling trees in
Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
and
Maryland. These snow storms were
really dangerous and I?m glad that
everyone here survived. I sure don?t
want
any
more
dangerous
snowstorms!

The Case for Outdoor Classes
By Joy Rao
aImagine sitting under a shady,
quiet tree, chatting with your friends
as you write on a paper, or lying on a
fuzzy rug of grass, listening to your
teacher talk. This is what outdoor
classes are like, and
they
are
entirely
possible and much less
boring than indoor
classes.
First, outdoor classes
are much more fun
than indoor classes,
because, well, you?re
outside! Instead of
being cooped up in a
room with hard chairs
and crowded desks,
you can lie on a cool
carpet of grass, take
notes under a shady
tree, or breathe in the
fresh, cool air of
nature. It?s much more
comfortable, you can
have classes with your seat of choice,
and be with your best buddies. In the
winter, the useless little space beneath
the blacktop could be renovated into a
room with a glass roof, equipped with
a heater for icy weather that would
still let you feel like you were
outside! Classes could take turns in

there, and everybody will be happy!
Second, having classes outside can
spice up learning and keep students
from falling asleep. For example, a
nature class could be created, and
students can learn all about poisonous

plants, names of wild plants, and
even experiment with making yummy
nutritious foods. Also, some classes
can be enhanced by nature such as
art, in which you could draw the
beautiful plants outside, or science,
where you could have fun
experiments with nature. Boring-free

classes, check!
Last, classes outside help reduce
stress! Being outside in the fresh,
relaxing air helps relieve headaches
and reduces stress. Since many
people don?t have the time to take a
long walk in a park,
having classes outside
is just as good. It?s
almost like yoga balls,
but even better! Many
students are worried
about tests, good
grades,
or
even
perfect
attendance!
With outdoor classes,
though, recess times
will have to be
Photo Credit 1
shortened, but not to
worry! Being outside
will make up for that.
Being outside will
give you a calm,
relaxed feeling.
Outdoor classes
offer the chance for
innovative learning and stress-free
days at Merion! Students are likely to
feel happier, and other schools might
even follow our example! So, if
anybody asks you, vote outdoor
classes!

Spring Returns to Merion
By Sofia Viatour
Now that spring is finally here and
everyone at Merion can get outdoors,
a whole other world has opened up
before our eyes. You just have to see
it. While you look down, birds live
up above you, flying and hunting to
survive this world. You pass by
flowers and are impressed by how
beautiful they are, but have you ever
thought about how plants try to beat
each other to reach the sunlight, or
about how they wait patiently to be
pollinated and bloom with their
colors? Insects may gross you out,
but our world depends on them;
plants and birds need them to
pollinate and eat. Nature doesn?t just
look splendid, nature is amazing and
complex? and spring is the perfect
time to appreciate that.
Like yesterday, when an enormous,
majestic hawk landed on my fence,
probably searching for mice, a prime

example of the food chain. The
natural world is a little more unfair
than ours; it?s either eat or be eaten.
At Merion, bees are already buzzing
around the blooming gardens, and
pesky mosquitoes are looking for
some tasty blood, to our dismay. But
spiders, with their webs, catch those
mosquitoes
and
pesky
little
flies? even the creatures we are
afraid of are needed.
When you are walking outside,
have you ever smushed a bug on the
pavement, thinking, ?Ewwww??
Imagine how that bug might have felt
when you did that. It looks up and
sees your big foot about to come
down and crush it. Bugs may seem
small and insignificant, but we
should appreciate how they have
adapted in specific ways to survive.
For example, ants work together to
build a home, take care of their

young and feed the colony.
Seasons are lovely to observe, but
they also have a purpose. Spring and
summer aren?t just enjoyable, they
are the time for nature to reproduce,
for butterflies to lay eggs, crack open

cocoons and start the
cycle once again. The
downtime of winter and
fall might seem dull by
comparison, but it lets
nature store up energy
for
the
coming
year--and of course,
winter lets us have
snow days at school!
Too often, we think that
nature can just be
thrown in a corner and
our civilization will
continue to grow? but
this is not the case! As
you enjoy the spring,
remember that we can either be
nature?s
best
admirer
and
protector? or its biggest predator.
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Baseball
Season: 2018
By Jack Hollowell
?Going, going, GONE!? On the first
pitch of the first game of opening day,
March 29, 2018, Ian Happ of the
Chicago Cubs hit a home run off of
the Marlins pitcher, Jose Uren. If this
is any indication of the season ahead,
Merion students, grab your peanuts
and Cracker Jacks and head to a
ballpark near you!
In the regular season, 30 teams will
play a total of 162 games. Teams who
want to advance to the postseason
need sluggers, an ace on the mound,
and fielders who can field the ball
cleanly and correctly. So let?s take a
look at some of the hot teams
mentioned in Sports Illustrated.
Yankees: The New York Yankees
bashed a mind-blowing 241 home
runs last season. And to add to this
gang of home run hitters, the Yankees
recently acquired Giancarlo Stanton,
who hit 59 home runs last season,
outdoing none other than the Yankees
own Aaron Judge, who was a close
second with 52 home runs. This duo
will be formidable this season. But
when the bats are in a slump, the
Yankees need the pitchers to take
charge, if they want to go all the way.
Astros: Last year?s World Series
champs are looking like they might be
back in it this year. Jose Altuve
smashed an amazing 24 home runs
and had a .346 batting average. Last
season the Astros acquired Justin
Verlander of the Tigers in return for 3
prospects. Their most recent addition,
former all-star Gerrit Cole, who had
an ERA of 4.26, will help further
strengthen a very strong bullpen.
Nationals: My brother?s favorite!
Perennial MVP candidate Bryce
Harper swatted 29 home runs, had 87
RBI (runs batted in), and a .319
batting average. Daniel Murphy also
hit 23 home runs, had 93 RBI, and a
.322 batting average. Pitcher Stephen
Strasburg dominated the hill for the
Nationals by allowing just 13 home
runs in 175 ? innings. For the
Nationals, the time to take home the
title is now!
Cubs: Last season, the Chicago
Cubs had one of the the most
fearsome lineups in baseball, as they
had Kris Bryant who had 29 home
runs, 73 RBI, and a .295 batting
average along with Anthony Rizzo.
The Cubs recently said goodbye to
all-star starting pitcher Jake Arrieta to
pick up Yu Darvish. Hopefully, his
3.86 ERA in the regular season repeats
and his poor performance (21.60
ERA) in last year?s World Series is
forgotten.
Phillies: For the first time in years,
your home team the Philadelphia
Phillies may have realistic aspirations
to bring home the World Series and
win it all. A couple of main
contributors to this endeavor and top
prospects are pitcher Aaron Nola,
amazing hitter Rhys Hoskins,
outfielder Nick Williams, infielder
Cesar Hernandez and newcomer
Carlos Santana. With a little luck and
determination, you might find Philly
in the running this year.
To wrap up, this baseball season will
be super fun to watch. Who knows...
maybe your name or mine will be on
one of these rosters someday. For now,
have fun and ?PLAY BALL!?
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Why You Should Join

Girls on the Run
By Aliyah Alwyn
Every spring, Girls on the Run
starts again at Merion. It is a program
that teaches girls important lessons
about self-confidence and positive
thinking through running. At Merion,
it is open to girls in 3rd to 5th grade.
I joined Girls on the Run last year
and liked it a lot so I joined again this
year. I like it because it?s not just
about running, you also learn life
lessons. The lessons are about things
like how to beat your goal, how to be
yourself, how to deal with bullies in
nonviolent ways, and how to make
choices that are right for you, not just
because your friends make them.
We start each session by doing
stretches and talking about the lesson
for the day, and then we start the
day?s activity, which involves
running with a purpose. The running
is easy because you don?t have to go
at a fast pace, you get to pace
yourself. Every week we set a lap
goal, and we work our way up to 5K.
At the end, we write on our identity
cards about the lesson we learned,
and we give an Energy Award to the

most dedicated and hardworking girl
for that day.
Something I really liked about
GOTR was that it taught me different
strategies for dealing with frustration.
I also liked how there wasn?t just one
group of people hanging out together
every time, or one person off by
themselves. We were all together,
almost like we were a family. In the
beginning of the year, we all did an
exercise where we had a partner, and
we would say things that motivated
each other to keep going when it
looked like we wanted to give up.
Some of the things we would say
were, ?You can do it!? and ?Show
your star power!? It made me feel

Top 5 Most Exciting
NFL Post-Seasons
By Jack Kelly
The NFL post-season can be an
exciting part of the year, but what
have been the most exciting ends to
the NFL season in recent years? I
came up with a list based on my
research about past seasons and
general knowledge of the NFL and its
players. Factors determining my list
include an offensive and defensive
balance, number of blow-outs, and
personal preference.
#5: 2015
In this season, New England Patriots
fans saw the agonizing last-second
field goal miss by Blair Walsh
resulting in the Broncos' upset of the
Patriots in the AFC championship
game. Also during that post-season,
the Panthers blew out the Cardinals in
the NFC championship game. The
Broncos ended up beating the
Panthers in Super Bowl 50 and Peyton
Manning (known as the Sheriff) went
out in style.
#4: 1985
This post season gave us the Bears
historic defense, Walter ?Sweetness?
Payton, Steve Young?s rookie season,
and Joe Theismann's career-ending
injury. It was an eventful season. The
Bears steamrolled through the post
season and the Browns (believe it or
not) made a #1 appearance in the
divisional round. That year, the Bears
defeated the Patriots in Super Bowl
19.
#3: 1999
This was the year of the greatest show
on turf with Kurt Warner and Marshall

like I could trust my partner
to always have my back and
be there with me.
I interviewed two girls
who did GOTR last year,
Elle Pulsifer from 4H and
Eva Mebane from 4O, and I
asked them what they liked
best about the program. Elle
said, ?I liked how Girls on
the Run brought friendships
together.? Eva said, ?I liked
how we did the practice
5K.? Then I asked them what they
think GOTR helps with, and they
both said self-esteem. I think they
said this because we did a lesson
where we practiced saying things
like, ?I can!? and ?I?ll try again!? so
we won?t give up so easily or at all.
From my experience, what I think
GOTR helps you with most is control
over your brain. It is all about putting
your mindset in a good place so you
can dream big and never give up.
When you leave GOTR, you know
that you have control over your
destiny, so you will always believe in
yourself--and never believe anyone
who tries to tell you otherwise!

Poetry:

Endurance
By Hafsa Kanchwala

Faulk; the 62-7 Jaguars blow-out; and
the Music City miracle, making it one
of the most eventful post-seasons ever.
The Music City Miracle was a game
between the Buffalo Bills and the
Tennessee Titans in the AFC
Championship. In that game, the Bills
kicked off with 16 seconds left. In the
return, the Titans threw a lateral pass
in and scored a touchdown to win the
game. During the Super Bowl though,
the Titans came up one yard short
against the Rams.
#2: 2016
Tom Brady got suspended, the Falcons
surprised everyone by making it to the
Super Bowl, and Peyton Manning
retired. Many things changed the 2016
season. The Falcons beat out the
Packers to get to the Super Bowl and
the Steelers? Bell went down injured.
The Super Bowl had a clear winner
until just after halftime, when the
Falcons choked. Tom Brady led the
Pats on a 25-point historic comeback,
winning one for the thumb (a fifth
Super Bowl ring).
#1: 2017
This was the year Carson Wentz led
the extravagant Eagles through the
season, the Rams rolled, the Saints
were stupendous, and the Vikings
were victorious. And Tom Brady was
doing the usual. The Eagles won a
thriller against the Falcons, the
Patriots came from behind to win
against the Jaguars in the AFC
Championship, and the Eagles blew
out the Vikings in the NFC
championship. As you probably know,
the Eagles won the Super Bowl.

I envision wounded soldiers,
weakly getting up on the bloody
battleground, ready to fight the
gruesome war to establish justice.
I hear the breaths of a tired out
runner, still moving forward to
finish the marathon.
I witness my grandmother recover
from her monstrous heart attack,
and I watch her take on a new
challenge of taking care of a new
little life.
I observe refugees devouring every
moment of learning offered, to
make a difference on this planet.
I hear physicians pursuing their
dreams of helping those who are
less fortunate.
Endurance, Endurance, Endurance.
These experiences symbolize the
pathway of endurance.
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Villanova
Basketball Quiz

By Jack Kwait
By AJ Higgins
A lot of memorable things
happened this year during March
Madness. I?m still thinking about the
game that messed up all of our
brackets--thanks, Virginia! Or how
about Loyola Chicago?s underdog
run? And let?s not forget about
Philly?s second championship of the
year with Villanova (following in the
Eagles' footsteps) showing the nation
how it?s done. So let?s explore how
all of this so-called ?madness? went
down.
The Virginia Cavaliers were seeded
#1 in the Atlantic Coast bracket.
Their first round game was against
the #16 seed UMBC Retrievers.
Surprisingly, the Cavaliers lost 74 to
54 while the Retrievers went on to
the second round of the tournament
playing Kansas State. The Cavaliers
were heartbroken after the game. I

can?t imagine how disappointed their
coach, Tony Bennett, along with the
players and their fans must have
been.
Loyola Chicago made history as the
first eleventh seed team making it to
the Final Four. As an underdog in
each of its games, Loyola beat Miami
in the first round, and then Tennessee
No.3, Nevada No.7, and Kansas State
No.9. Loyola lost to a strong
Michigan team in the Final Four, but
put in a great effort. It goes to show
you that any team in the tournament
can win on any given day.
The last two games Villanova
played against Kansas and Michigan
were outstanding, especially if you?re
a Villanova fan, as many of us are
here at Merion. In those games,
every person on Villanova proved to
be a sharp shooter. Against Kansas,

Villanova broke the record for most
three-point shots made in a
tournament game with 18. In the
final game they made 9 three-point
shots. Although that is less than the
prior game, it was still amazing.
Because of their three-point shooting
accuracy, Villanova was able to beat
a taller Michigan team and win the
NCAA Championship. They had
previously won the championship in
2016.
There were many reasons why the
2018 NCAA tournament was
exciting. Virginia's loss in the first
round, Loyola Chicago?s underdog
run, and Villanova?s exciting victory
were a few of the more remarkable
ones. The drama surrounding the
games makes the NCAA tournament
arguably the best tournament in
sports every year.

What 4th Grade Thinks About Basketball: A Survey
By Anna Kobell
Do you watch college basketball?
Do you like Pro basketball or college
basketball more? After Villanova?s
recent win in the March Madness
tournament, I wanted to hear what
people thought about the sport.
Here?s what I learned from my
survey of 22 people in 4th
grade.
I started by asking whether
they watch college basketball.
Most people said they
watched college basketball
sometimes, with a total of 8
votes; 7 people didn?t watch
college basketball at all; and 5
people told me they watched
all of the games. I went on to
ask what team they each
wanted to win the March
Madness
tournament.
Villanova came in first place
with a total of 12 votes, which
was more than half. Then

came Michigan with only five votes.
Tied for third were University of
North Carolina and Duke, each with
one vote each.

Who Do You Want to Win
the NCAA Tournament?

Finally, I asked whether they liked
college or professional basketball
more. Pro basketball got the most
answers with a total of 9. Next came
college basketball, which got the
same number of votes as those who
said neither pro nor college
basketball? each got 5 votes.
Only two people said they
liked both college and pro
basketball equally.
Do you think it would be
different if Michigan had
won the March Madness
tournament? Do you think
the Sixers doing well in the
playoffs will
make a
difference? Only time will
tell but one thing?s for
sure--there?s a lot
of
basketball to enjoy!

How much do you know about
Villanova men's basketball? Test your
knowledge here!
Question 1
When was the first year Villanova
made it to the Final Four?
A: 1932
B: 1972
C: 1985
D: 2009
Question 2
Who was the coach of Villanova
when they won their first
championship?
A: Jay Wright
B: Rollie Massamino
C: Roy Williams
D: Jalen Brunson
Question 3
How many NCAA championships
has Villanova appeared in?
A: 2
B: 3
C: 4
D: 5
Question 4
Who was the 2018 National
championship M.V.P.?
A: Jalen Brunsen
B: Phil Boothe
C: Donte DiVincenzo
D: Jay Wright
Question 5
Who did Villanova beat to get to
the Final Four in 2018?
A: Texas Tech
B: Purdue
C: Loyola Chicago
D: Kansas
Find the answers on page 12.

Nintendo Switch: Switching Things Up!
By Sam Wu
You have probably heard about the
new video game console, the
Nintendo Switch. It is different from
other popular gaming consoles, like
the Xbox or the PlayStation. Instead
of a giant box with all the wiring in
it, it fits everything inside a tiny
device the size of a Kindle. So how
does it work? That?s what this article
is all about.
Controller s: The Nintendo Switch
controllers are pretty small; you
could hold both of them in one hand.
They can snap onto the console itself,
or you can take them off to use the
motion controls. The controllers have
their own separate batteries, and they
charge when the console is charging
or you can buy a separate charging

station just for the controllers. They
each have separate buttons and one
joystick. They each have separate
buttons besides the regular ones, like
the snapshot button.
Dock: The console dock transfers
the Kindle-like screen to the TV
screen. It also charges while doing
this. All you have to do is connect
one wire to an HDMI input, and one
wire to a power outlet. Then, you just
have to put the console inside the
dock holder, take off the controllers,
and play!
Console: The console is really
small, like a Kindle with controllers
on the side. Its storage space is 30
KB (30 kilobytes). The game card is

on the top, even though you don?t
necessarily need it. You can buy
games from the Nintendo eShop,
which is the online store that
downloads games directly to the
Switch, no wait time needed. It is
pretty smart, and parents can also
download an app called Nintendo
Switch Parental Controls to ensure
their child?s/children?s safety and/or
restrict them from playing too many
games.
Nintendo L abo: Nintendo Labo is
a software along with a cardboard kit
that lets you build things to make
your Nintendo Switch even more
interactive. The cardboard kit uses
heat reflectors and detectors to send a
signal to the Nintendo Switch, which

changes the screen or makes a certain
type of sound. For example, you can
build a piano using the cardboard kit
and when you press a one of the
piano's keys, the heat reflectors
detect the heat, and the game console
makes a sound.
Not surprisingly, Nintendo has
already sold 10,000 units of
Nintendo Switch. It is a pretty cool
electronic, and I recommend it very
much!
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Disney Cruise Dream
By Yuqi Zheng
I love Disney movies and
Disneyland. I went to the Hong Kong
Disneyland several times when I was
little. I?ve watched almost all the
movies that were available in the
theater. Everyone loves Disney
movies in China, because Disney
movies tell really good stories. This
spring break, I went on a Disney
Cruise. It was like a magical kingdom
moving in the ocean!
Our cruise ship was named
?Dream.? It was a huge ship of eleven
floors. There were staterooms,
restaurants, and shops. There were
even two theaters. One theater was a
movie theater, and one theater was for
live performances. It was like a city.
Captain Henry told me that the ship
had 1,250 rooms, and could entertain
4,000 guests!
On this trip, I had fun from day to
night. Most of my favorite places were
on the deck. There was a swimming
pool in the shape of Mickey?s head, a
mini-golf field, and places to play
basketball and table tennis. There was
a free buffet, pizza, and ice cream. I
played all the games on the deck, and
tasted all the different types of ice
cream. The water slide called
?Aquaduck? was awesome! It was a
long tube around the deck. It was
transparent, so when I was going
down it, I could see the outside?the
people, the playground on the deck,

to the Walt Disney Theater to
watch a show. There were
always surprises falling down
from the sky. I collected
colorful paper in the shape of
Mickey?s head and golden
leaves. One time, even icy
rain fell. Both my mother and
I loved the show, Beauty and
the Beast. It told the story of a
prince who was transformed
into a beast and his household
servants into furniture and
utensils, all under a curse. The
furniture and utensils each
had eyes and a mouth that
looked so real and made such
natural facial expressions!
How could they do that?
The cruise docked twice
Meeting Rapunzel was one of the best parts during the trip: Once in
of the cruise.
Nassau, in the Bahamas, and
again in Castaway Cay, which
and the ocean. My mother and I went is owned by the Disney Company.
on it together. Pushed along by the Nassau has white sand and a
cool water, we moved so fast. It was crystal-clear sea. Groups of tiny fish
extremely exciting!
swam besides me. I even saw a yellow
I loved a game called Detective the and blue tropical fish. On Castaway
most. There were ?magic? pictures on Cay, my mother and I rode bikes and
the walls of the different floors that by built a sand castle on the beach. That
reading my ?passport? showed clues night, we watched a firework show on
to rescue some kidnapped puppies. I the deck. Fireworks blossomed over
succeeded in rescuing all the puppies the darkness of the ocean and sky.
each time. On my way to rescuing the
I have been back home for a while
puppies, I met Princess Cinderella, now. Though the excitement I felt
Daisy Duck and Captain Mickey. during the cruise fades away, the
They said ?Hi? to me, and hugged me! happy moments of this sweet dream
Every night, my mother and I went always stay with me.

All About Hangeul: the Korean Alphabet
By Swoobin Ahn
Have you ever heard about the
Korean alphabet, Hangeul? It was
invented by Sejong the Great, the
fourth king of The Joseon Dynasty. A
long time ago, the Korean people used
Chinese characters called ?Hanja.? But
Sejong the great created Hangeul for
several reasons:
First, Hanja has so many characters
that it is really hard for people to
remember all of them.
Second, there are many linguistic
differences between Korean and
Chinese, so it?s difficult to explain
some Korean words with Chinese
characters.
Third, in general, the people of the
Joseon Dynasty were not rich men.
They had to work hard and they often
didn?t have the money or opportunity
to learn any Hanja.

Fourth, because people didn?t know
Hanja, they didn?t know about the
laws and what activities were
prohibited. This ignorance meant they
commited crimes.
Hangeul is an exceptional and
unusual alphabet because we know
who made it; how and when its
creator, King Sejong, distributed it;
and how he came up with the letters. It
took Sejong 2 to 3 years to compose
Hangeul, and it was first published in (humanity, ? ). Here are some of the
1446. Hangeul is very scientific other remarkable properties of
because the consonants are based on Hangeul:
the shape of the phonetic organs? the - One can write every single sound
by hearing.
lips, teeth, tongue, and palate? that
One
can learn the letters quickly
helps us to make sounds,. The vowels
and
easily.
An adult can master
are based on the Three Elements,
Hangeul
within
a week.
which are an important concept in all
Each
vowel
has
one sound, so one
Oriental
philosophy:
Cheon
can
read
the
sounds
easily. English
(heaven, ), Ji (earth, ? ) and Ihn
vowels have multiple sounds like
?a? in station, apply, apple, and
card.
On the left is a chart of Hangeul?s
letters. With this chart, you can try to
compose the consonants and the
vowels while listening to Korean
words.
You can see how the alphabet works
by looking at the picture above of the
structure of oral cavity. The ? , ? ,
? , ? , and ? are the Korean
consonants. When you say and
pronounce the sounds of the letters,
(? : M , ? : S, ? : N, ? : G and ? :
silent) the shape of your throat and
mouth are the same as that letter. How
wonderful that is! That?s why Hangeul
is called the scientific alphabet.
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Travels on the
Costa Maya
By Yijia Mao
On Presidents' Day (also the
Chinese New Year), I went with my
family on a cruise to explore the
Mayan culture in Mexico, the coral
life in the Caribbean, and the nature
reserves for alligators in Florida. I?m
not going to talk about the cruise
itself, although I was so impressed by
the hospitality that I couldn?t write
about it without blabbering on and on.
Instead, I want to share with you the
three amazing excursions we had
along the way.
The main purpose of our trip was to
visit the Mayan ruins on the Costa
Maya, a stretch of Caribbean coastline
on
Mexico?s eastern
Yucatán
Peninsula. With a local tour guide, we
went to see a stone pyramid that was
excavated from the overgrown jungle.
There are over a thousand structures
like that in the area, and Costa Maya
is a only small patch of land. The
ancient Mayan people took the stairs
to reach the top of the pyramid, where
they worshiped and sacrificed. They
also measured the position and size of
the sun?s shadow on the stairs to build
calendars. After the tour, we even got
to taste traditional Mayan food such as
chicken, tortillas, salsa, and veggies. I
even saw the ?oven? in the ground
that the Mayan people used to cook
the chicken, and made a tortilla by
myself!
On the next excursion, we went to
look for corals in our snorkeling gear.
At first, I couldn?t see clearly because
it was very windy (hence big waves).
But on the second and third stops, I
could see the bottom of the ocean.
There were all sorts of sea creatures
such as starfish, turtles, sand dollars,
and gigantic stingrays swimming by
our side. My sister even found a
colorful shell!
Our trip ended at Everglades
National Park in Florida. Did you
know we saw a 800-pound crocodile
named Cannibal? I got to hold a baby
alligator in my hands, and saw many
other animals such as a panther and a
kookaburra that can mimic the sound
of monkeys. The airboat (a kind of
flat-bottomed boat) we rode was so
loud that we had to put earplugs in our
ears. We had a good boat captain,
Bob, who showed us his 360-degree
trick and explained the history of the
park. Can you believe that the Army
Corp of Engineers once tried to turn
the whole area into farmland, only to
find 20 years later it was impossible?
Later, they threw manure in the
swamp so no one could eat any of the
living things there.
If you would like to hear more about
my experiences during the rest of the
trip, please let me know and I will be
happy to share my full review. In
short--if you have a chance to visit the
Costa Maya, I highly recommend it!
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Book Reviews:

Beneficial
Boredom

Hello, Universe
By: Alessandra Cahill
If you're at the library or a
bookstore, and your eye stops on the
book Hello, Universe by Erin Entrada
Kelly, do not hesitate to pick it up and
check it out! Hello, Universe won the
2018 Newbery Medal, so it must be
good, right? I?ve read it, and I think
that it has so much originality and
personality that readers across Merion
will be drawn to this story. It has
something for every student, including
humor, characters that are fun to read
about, and lessons about bullying and
self-acceptance.
This book is about a boy named
Virgil Salinas, who is lonely and shy.
His parents call him ?Turtle? because
he can?t come out of his shell, and the
biggest bully in school, a boy named
Chet ?The Bull? Bullens, always
teases him and calls him ?retard-o.? It
is the first day of summer vacation
after sixth grade, but Virgil isn't
excited. In fact, he is miserable, so he
texts his friend Kaori for help. Kaori
claims that she is psychic, tells
fortunes, and can read the stars. She

advises him to
travel into the
woods and get
five
different
stones so she can
help
him.
Unfortunately, he
meets Chet while
in the woods.
Chet grabs Virgil's
backpack, which
has
Gulliver,
Virgil's
(totally
adorable!)
pet
hamster, inside.
But Chet doesn?t
know that, and he
runs to an old
well, and dangles
it over the edge.
Will he drop the bag? Will Virgil stand
up for himself and stop Chet?s
bullying once and for all? And why
was Virgil so sad? You will figure out
all of this as the story unfolds.
Hello, Universe is a great chapter
book full of friendship and heart. It is
perfect for people (adults included)
who value kind friends and enjoy

realistic fiction that is
thrilling and exciting.
And if you happen to be
psychic or a little shy, or
to have a pet hamster
that loves dandelions,
you can totally relate to
the characters in this
novel. Some of my
favorite parts were
when the author talks
about Kaori?s different
appointments, because
her sister, Gwen, who
likes to help Kaori with
her clients, always
seems to say something
at the wrong time, and it
is so funny!
Overall,
I
thought
Hello, Universe was a stupendous
novel. If I could rate it, I would give it
fifteen out of ten stars. That?s how
good it is! Third graders and up will
probably understand and enjoy this
book more, but if you are younger and
really want to read it, go for it! It is in
the Merion library, patiently waiting
for you.

House of Hades
By Joy Rao
The book House of Hades by Rick
Riordan is about a boy named Percy
Jackson and his friends, Jason, Piper,
Frank, Annabeth, and Hazel. They are
all children of Roman or Greek gods.
House of Hades is the fourth book in
the series The Heroes of Olympus. It is
a book filled with adventure that will
get you hooked, and I strongly
recommend that you read it.
In House of Hades, Percy and his
friends are on a mission to save the
Romans and Greeks from Gaea, the
evil earth goddess. But, in order to do
this, they must bring the Romans and
Greeks together, face many of Gaea?s
minions--monsters that she has
promised things to in order to get them
to work for her--and overcome many
challenges that seem impossible. Percy

with detail, and the way Rick
Riordan writes makes it seem
like you are there, watching
all the action. Riordan pours
suspense into his books, and
it is almost impossible to stop
reading once you have started
(especially because he always
leaves you with cliffhangers
at the end). If you are
intrigued by this review, I
would probably recommend
that you start reading from
the beginning of the series,
and one of his friends, Annabeth, fall because otherwise, it might be hard to
into the pit of Tartarus, which is a pit follow what is going on. Also, I don?t
in the Underworld that is, well, the think you should read this if you are
evil god Tartarus?s body. Even Hades?s under 8 years old. But if you are a
own son could barely survive down fourth, fifth, or sixth grader who is
there, so Annabeth and Percy will looking for a great series, this is
have to be extremely lucky to be able definitely one that you should try! You
to survive it.
will have House of Hades to look
I liked this book because it is filled forward to.

A Restaurant Review: Daiki Hibachi & Sushi
By Maeve Hong
Daiki is a year-old restaurant,
located on 7557 Haverford Avenue in
Philadelphia (behind McDonald?s and
next to New York Bagel). If you like
sushi, hibachi, gyozas, harumaki,
teriyaki, tempura, or any Japanese
food, there?s a lot to enjoy. Several
Merion kids have stopped by to eat at
Daiki. Here?s what two 5th graders
had to say.
How many star s out of five do you
give this restaur ant?
George: Four stars.
Madeline: Five stars.
What dish do you recommend?
George: I loved the Hibachi shrimp
and fried rice.
Madeline: Tofu teriyaki and Hibachi
shrimp.

What else can you share about
Daiki?
George: The shrimp is amazing and
the sushi is awesome. I?ve always
hated scallops, but I love them here!
Madeline: It?s okay to wait for the
food [Hibachi] because they cook it
[on a stove] in front of you.
I also spoke with two guests named
Maria and Michael who do not go to
Merion but were fortunate enough to
happen upon Daiki.
How many star s out of 5 do you
give this restaur ant?
Maria & Michael: Five
What dish do you recommend?
Maria: I like the sushi.
Michael: I like the sushi too, but I
also like the chicken teriyaki.
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I s there a specific roll you two like?
Maria: I like the chicken tempura
rolls.
Michael: I liked the crispy spicy tuna
roll.
What else do you want to say about
Daiki?
Maria: It?s a great place. I enjoyed it a
lot.
Michael: Same thing. I?m always
with her.
All in all, I highly recommend this
restaurant because of its delicious
food, elegant decor, and spectacular
service.

By Hafsa Kanchwala
Mmm. I swiftly walk into the
bakery to get some toasty warm bread
in the City of Love. Woah! Woah!
Woah! I am getting off topic! Maybe
this has happened to you. Have you
ever had your mind wander? Or found
yourself staring out into the universe
and feeling bored? I have, and
actually boredom is beneficial for
you. It leads to creative ideas, it lets
your brain relax, and it gives you
more time to chat with your family.
Would you rather get lost in endless
videos on screens, or would you like
to take a moment to collect mellow,
interesting thoughts? From my point
of view, boredom can help us with
life skills and other things that video
games can?t.
How do we build up innovative
ideas? Well, these thoughts pop up
into your head when you take a
minute or two on the couch to just let
your mind flow like a river with
possibilities. Experts say, ?It is often
when we are sitting around
daydreaming that we come up with
our most creative ideas.? Creativity
helps us with writing, art, and way
more. If you are staring at a wall, you
can expand this skill that will help
you with almost everything that is
coming in your direction. If your
brain is exhausted from addicting
screens though, you might not be able
to shut down easily or drift off into
outer space.
Sometimes we need to calm down,
take a long nap or a breather, and
relax into Introvert Mode. Our minds
need rest to recharge, just like a
battery, for the next activity. A 2014
study showed that people who were
bored for a period of time were better
able to solve complicated problems
afterward. These people were able to
excel because they had time to refresh
before they transitioned to the next
task.
Boredom also leads to better social
skills. Usually, when our days are
packed with learning or television, we
don?t get to communicate with our
loved ones. Your family and friends
want to hear about what?s going on
with you. Many researchers say, ?And
of course, when we?re not staring at
screens, we're more likely to have
conversations with friends and
family.? Talking to others can help
you develop better friendships. Plus,
it?s fun! It can also help you solve
problems or figure out your career or
your main goals in life. So, boredom
will also be beneficial as we get older.
In conclusion, boredom is healthy
for you because it leads to creativity,
it gives your mind rest, and it lets you
be more social with your dearest
companions. Like therapist Michael
Ungar says, ? Boredom is an
opportunity to learn new skills, be
social, and show some creativity.?
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Movie Review

Coco
By Emma Maloney and
Nika Altman
This heartwarming, funny movie is
one that you don?t want to miss. In
Coco, the main character Miguel lives
in Mexico with his dad, mom and
grandma and they don?t have a good
history with music. But Miguel loves
music, and wants to find out who is
truly his great, great, grandfather.
On the Day of the Dead, he strums
the guitar of Ernesto de la Cruz, a
legendary singer of long ago who he
thinks is his great, great, grandfather,
gets caught in the afterlife. Along his
journey in the
afterlife, Miguel
takes with him a
street
dog
(Dante), meets
his
ancestors,
and makes a
new
friend.
Miguel
eventually goes
to Ernesto de la
Cruz?s
party,
and learns that the legendary singer is
not his great, great, grandfather after
all. Miguel wants to give up but he
knows he can?t just yet. You are going
to have to watch the movie to see
what happens next.
According to critics, this movie
received a 97% out of 100% and got
an 8.5 out of 10. According to
Common Sense Media, they gave the
movie 4 out of 5 stars and described it
as a ?stunningly animated, poignant
tribute to family and culture!?
We definitely recommend this
movie and we hope that you will
enjoy it too! It has a lot of life lessons
that we all can relate to. What are you
waiting for? Grab a bag a popcorn,
gather your friends and family and
watch Coco. You?ll love it!
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Stick it to the Writer
Reviewing School of Rock
By Eden Charlson
Would you like to see a musical
where kids play instruments LIVE
and where the child actors may be
just around your age of nine, ten, or
eleven? If so, you might get a lucky
opportunity to see School of Rock,
the musical, like I did.
Compared to the movie, there were
better actors in the play. Being able to
sit down and watch the play in
person, rather than watching it on a
screen, makes you feel closer to the
characters and the play. It was so cool
how, at the end, the audience
becomes part of the show and you
can really enjoy the whole rock band
experience. Though the movie was
good, it doesn?t give you as much
excitement as the show has to offer

and it doesn?t leave you wondering,
?What?s going to happen next??
Furthermore, the movie isn?t as
modern so the script follows a bit of
an older storyline while the show
adds in a more modern-day touch.
The songs in the show are fun and
catchy. A lot of kids can relate to a
few of the INCREDIBLE songs sung
by the very talented young actors
such as, ?If Only You Would Listen?
and ?Stick It to The Man.? Each of
the songs carries different feelings all
throughout the play which was very
entertaining. The fun choreography
fits perfectly with the upbeat and
catchy songs.
Next is the set design! The set was
so amazing. Sometimes the cast and
crew would remove it from the stage
and other times it would move
electronically. The floor to ceiling set

was just filled with so much detail it
made you feel like you were on the
set with them.
Some people asked me, ?If you
could change something about the
traveling Broadway show of School
of Rock, what would it be?? My
answer to them is, ?I would have
Jack Black from the movie play
Dewey Fin, the main character. I
think that it would give you a very
energetic experience.?
Overall, the School of Rockshow
with elementary-school-aged actors
playing instruments live and dancing
to let all of their ?aggression out?
was absolutely astounding! It
includes
fun-loving
songs,
heartwarming scenes, and so much
energy! The show is appropriate for
ages 9+ because of the language, but
overall, it is one fabulous musical!

A Series Of Unfortunate Events
By Amelia Dennis
Have you ever had something taken
away from you that you cherished?
Well, in the series, A Series Of
Unfortunate Events, exactly
that happens to the Baudelaire
children. This fictional book
series by Lemony Snicket tells
a story from the past, a story
about three extremely wealthy
siblings, Violet, Klaus, and
Sunny
Baudelaire,
whose
parents die in a fire. However,
their huge fortune is secured in
the bank until Violet, the eldest
child, comes of age. Right after they
become orphans, they are put in the
custody of various guardians, starting
with the villainous Count Olaf, who
wants nothing more than to clutch the
Baudelaires' fortune and get rid of
them. While the Baudelaires jump

from house to house, uncovering dark
and dreary secrets about Count Olaf,
their family, and an organization
called V.F.D., Count Olaf manages to
find the Baudelaires wherever they
are and follow through with his

devious plans. To the Baudelaires, it
seems like no one can help them, and
they can never escape Count Olaf ?s
clutches. Will they? That?s for you to
find out.
I enjoyed this 13-book series
because, unlike many books, it
wasn?t all happy, and I think that?s an

important quality in a book. The
series was exciting, suspenseful, and
full of action. However, an
alternative to the series is the TV
show, A Series Of Unfortunate
Events. Currently, the show
has two seasons, ending on
the ninth book. Even though
some of the ideas from the
book are changed and
deleted, the show and the
books are pretty similar.
One good thing about the
show that the book doesn?t
offer is that people who
haven?t or don?t want to
read the books can watch it. As for
age appropriateness, Common Sense
Media suggests 10+. However, I
would say kids could watch and read
the books earlier? that is, if they
don?t mind tragic beginnings and
depressing endings.

Buying Local: Narberth Store Ratings
By Libby Coyle and Ella Milby
What do you do on a free day? This
question is asked in a lot of Merion
households and we may have an
answer for you: just head down to
Narberth! In this article you can
learn which stores to go to, a little bit
about what they offer, and what we
recommend. (Note: These ratings are
based on five stars, with five being
?A Must Do,? four stars being
?Check It Out,? three stars being ?It?s
OK,? two stars being ?You can skip
it,? and one star being, ?It?s more fun
to go home.?)
SHOPPI NG
Sweet M abel: ? ? ? ? .5
Looking for a gift or a collectable
item? While Sweet Mabel is a great
place to get trinkets, their items can
be a little pricey for an elementary
school student?s budget.
Nevertheless, Sweet Mabel is cool
because almost everything is
handmade! Getting something
one-of-a-kind can be worth busting
the bank.

Swan Dancewear : ? ? ? ?
Are you a dancer? Well, Swan
Dancewear is a good place to stock
up on gear or get new accessories.
Not a dancer? How about a gymnast?
Or do you love yoga? Swan has
leotards for gymnasts and mats for
yogis. They also have general fitness
equipment to increase flexibility.
Cadence Fitness:? ? ? .5
If your looking to get in shape,
Cadence has an amazing camp for
kids. Get ready to sweat! It?s also a
local workout gym known especially
for Rowing. (Rowing is a boating
skill used for Crew and Dragon
boating.) Warning: The camp is very
physical (AKA: intense!)
Amer ican Family M ar ket:
? ? ? ? .5
At A& F you can get fabulous deals
on candy. You can also get
ingredients for dinner or baking
supplies. Need a snack? A& F is the
place for you. A& F has been in
business for over 50 years. If you go
there often enough, the owners will

call you by name. American Family
is Narberth?s own Little Market.

be too greasy! Hope you are hungry,
because the $3 slices are huge.

Char acter Development:? ? ? ? ?
Character Development has an
amazing selection of books and is a
great place to shop for birthday
presents for friends. Feel free to have
a seat inside Character Development
and check out the latest title from
your favorite book series, or get a
new activity to keep you busy for the
rest of the day.

Coco Thai Bistro: ? ? ? ? ?
If you are in the mood for delicious
Thai food, then Coco Thai Bistro is
the place for you. The food is great
and the atmosphere is very friendly.
They also do a nice job with the
decorations outside. Pretty flowers in
the spring, cool balloons in the
summer.

FOOD
M cShea's:? ? ? ?
Looking to grab lunch? The food at
McShea?s is very filling and yummy,
but the sit-down service can be slow.
If you have time to spare, this is a
good stop. Grilled cheese and french
fries with a nice cold drink is the
perfect order for anyone in K-5.
Real Pizza: ? ? ? ? .5
Looking for a quick bite? Real Pizza
is a cool place to drop in. Be aware,
though, that the pizza can sometimes

Village Treats:? ? ? ? .5
BEAT THE HEAT! Are you ready
for big ice cream scoops, the perfect
root beer float, or thirst-quenching
milkshakes? You know where to go!
The ideal place to stop for ice cream
on a hot day, but skip the toppings:
they can be a little too much money.
Fun fact; the owner of Swan
Dancewear ALSO owns Village
Treats!
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Dreams: Why They Happen
By Ellenice Delgado-Quiles
Have you ever felt as though you
were paralyzed while dreaming about
a stressful situation such as being
chased? Many
of
us have
experienced this sensation while
dreaming. We try to run, or dial a
phone number, or say something
urgent to another person, but we
can?t. So why does this happen?
Here?s what the scientists say...
Rapid Eye Movement (or REM)
sleep is the stage of sleep when
dreams are more vivid. In REM
sleep, there is a loss of almost all
muscle tone, except for the
diaphragm and eye muscles. This is
why it?s very common for people to

describe
feeling
paralyzed
and
unable to move
while
dreaming.
Your
muscles
really
aren?t
responding because
they?re so relaxed!
Now let?s get to
the larger question:
Why do dreams
happen at all?
There are many
theories about why
we dream, but no
one knows for
sure,
so
the
question still remains unanswered.
Some researchers say that dreams
have no purpose or meaning and are
nonsensical activities of the sleeping

A Funny Thing Happened

brain,
a
meaningless
byproduct of
neuronal
activity.
Others say
that dreams
are necessary
for mental,
emotional,
and physical
health. Some
experts think
that
dreaming
may
have
evolved for
physiological reasons such as a need
to reflect on current events, anxieties,
and hopes. Dr. Rosalinda Cartwright,
of the Department of Psychology at

Rush University Medical Center in
Chicago, believes that dreams are the
mechanism whereby the brain
incorporates
memories,
solves
problems, and deals with emotions.
In her book, The Twenty-Four Hour
Mind, she says, ?Memory is never a
precise duplicate of the original, it is
a continuing act of creation. Dream
images are the product of that
creation.?
Even if we haven?t figured out the
real answer yet, there are still many
very interesting theories about why
we dream. So, when you are asleep
tonight and you have a dream about
your teacher whacking you with a
ruler when, in reality, you have a test
the next day, you know the reason
why!

5th Grade Girl Scouts Lend a Hand

On the Way to the Military Base
By Leo Walls
Once on a normal Saturday, my
family and I drove to Mcguire Air
Force Base in New Jersey in my
parents' 3-year-old, dark blue Honda
Odyssey. We were going to shop at
the Base?s giant grocery store called
?The Commissary.? My mom used to
be a doctor in the Navy, and my dad
retired from the Navy last year, so
because they used to be in the
military, we are allowed to shop
there.
The drive was really long. It took
us about 1 and ½ hours to get from
our house all the way to the gate at
the Mcguire Air Force Base, where
they check ID?s. But when we got to
the gate, the ID people said that my
dad?s ID was expired. And my

mom?s ID? Also expired! So after all
that driving, both of their IDs were
rejected and we couldn't get in the
gate. My parents were surprised, but
they didn?t show it. And I felt like I
was going to throw up if I had to be
in that minivan for one more minute.
I was feeling kind of sick after the
car ride. But since everyone else was
hungry, we went to a schnitzel place
called Sebastian's Schnitzelhaus.
(Schnitzel is a German dish that is
chicken dipped in egg, flour, and
bread crumbs.)
After the Schnitzelhaus, I definitely
felt refreshed. But we still needed
groceries? so we got back in the car
and ended up going to Wegmans in
New Jersey.

In late April, 5th grade Merion Girl Scouts worked with the Philadelphia
Photo Credit 1
Charity Group to make lunches and hand out toiletries to over 100 homeless
people in Kensington.Pictured left to right: Aelen Gallagher, Libby Coyle ,
Sasha Grollman, Ella Milby, Avery Pelletier, Aurora Soosaar, Nora Whalen,
Maggie Milby, Wren Purcell, Talia Kasner, and Mrs. Whalen.

A Short Story:

The Kid Who Beat the Odds
By Trinity Bethea

In May, Merion third graders visited the Adventure Aquarium in Camden,
NJ. They saw penguins up close, crossed a bridge over a pool of sharks,
and got to experience life along the Amazon River? all without leaving
New Jersey. The picture above shows Mrs. Dion's grade class (3D), who
saw eels and stingrays, touched starfish, and saw the movie, "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea," in 3D.

aOn a cold, winter day, it was
?Snowball Fight? day. That meant
Mrs. Croger?s class would split into 2
teams, crumble paper up and throw
the crumbled paper at the opposite
team. There was Group A and Group
B. Group A included a girl named
Alison whom everybody in Mrs.
Croger's class disliked. Group A
thought that Alison could not get
even one person out on Group B.
On the first few tries, Alison didn?t
hit anyone with ?snowballs? on
Group B, but no one else in Group A
was doing very well either. Still,
everybody on Group A started to
chant, ?Alison can?t throw, Alison
can?t get one person out.?

After about 10 minutes, Alison was
the first person in Group A to get
someone out. From that point on,
Alison started to feel the power in
herself. She kept throwing at Group B
and all on her own, Alison got
everybody out on Group B.
After that, Group B begged for
Alison to be on their team. Alison
won the game all by herself and now
Group B admired her. But Alison was
not leaving Group A because she
thought they would need her help.
From that day on, everybody in Mrs.
Croger?s class loved Alison.
What is the theme of this story?
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A-MUSE-ing Comics
The Egg by Devin Pettit

The Secret Life of Tommy by Devin Pettit

Messy Room by Alessandra Cahill

In Class by Mia DiSipio

Snack by Jack Kelly
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Chocolate
Cheesecake

Cupcake Cones

By Nika Altman

By Libby Coyle and Maggie Milby
Cupcakes are delicious, but put
them into a cone and they are
amazing! Moist and sweet, this recipe
can be a birthday treat or even a rainy
day activity during the summer!
(Inspired by a recipe found on
www.geniuskitchen.com.)

This cheesecake is one of my
favorites, and I hope it becomes one
of yours too!

I NGREDI ENTS
18 crushed Oreo cookies (about 1-1½
cups)
2 Tbsp. of melted butter
I NGREDI ENTS
3 packages of softened cream cheese
2 cups flour
1 cup of sugar
1?2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. of vanilla
2 tsp. baking powder
1 package of melted chocolate
1?2 cup butter, softened
3 eggs
3?4 cup sugar (if you like very sweet Blend butter and sugar until light and minutes. Let cool in pan.
1 cup of thawed Cool Whip
cupcakes, add a little more!)
1½ cups of mixed seasonal fresh fruit
fluffy. (Make sure the butter is room
2 eggs
temperature so the mixture doesn't Once cupcakes have cooled, ice the of your choice
1 cup milk
clump.) Beat in eggs one at a time.
cupcakes. (For a more ?ice-creamy?
1 tsp. vanilla extract (optional)
look, you can use an ice cream DI RECTI ONS
20-25 sugar cones
Gradually add a mixture of the flour, scooper.) Once cupcakes are frosted, Heat oven to 325° F.
Icing (your choice)
baking powder, and salt and alternate remove wrapper. Gently place
with milk. Beat well; stir in vanilla.
cupcake inside a cone. (You may Mix cookie crumbs and butter, then
DI RECTI ONS
customize with toppings however you press into the bottom of 9-inch pan.
Preheat oven to 375 degrees; line Divide the batter evenly among the would like.) Enjoy with a glass of Bake crust up to 10 min.
muffin cups with papers.
muffin pan cups and bake for 18 milk!
Beat cream cheese, sugar, and vanilla
with mixer until well blended. Add
chocolate; mix well. Add eggs one at
a time, mixing on low speed after each
until just blended. Pour over crust.

Cake Decorating Tips
By Alison Badler

4. What?s the best way
to use spr inkles? She
answered, ?When using
sprinkles you should use
buttercream icing as it
helps the sprinkles stay
in place.? Also, in her
opinion, the best way to
use sprinkles is to use
them to cover the top of
your cake--the sides are
harder to get them to
stick. In my opinion,
adding sprinkles also
gives your cake a burst
of color.

Ever want to bake a cake and have
no idea how to decorate it? I
interviewed a professional baker,
Christine Carney, who has been
baking cakes for over a decade. She
was introduced to baking from her
grandmother. While baking is not her
full-time job, she has a Facebook page
(@CarneyConfections) and over 100
clients that she has baked for. Not
only are her cakes delicious--believe
me, I?ve tasted them--but they look
amazing too! Here are some of her
tips and tricks for how to decorate an
amazing cake.
1. The I cing. Christine says, ?My
favorite frosting is American buttercream, and to make it I use
confectioners sugar, vanilla, heavy
cream, and butter.? This icing has
been used in many of her cakes and
makes them taste and look
spectacular.

remember once she made an elephant
cake and shaped it with fondant
(pictured above).

3. What?s the coolest and easiest
way to decor ate a cake? Christine
says to ?use store-bought frosting and
2.
Fondant
vs Buttercream. buy different candy, and then decorate
Christine says, ?I personally like using the cake till your heart's content.?
buttercream, but it depends on what Personally, I would put a bunch of
you want to do. If you are shaping a M& M?s around the border, Hershey's
cake in a fun or unusual shape, it can Kisses inside of that, and then, smack
be helpful to use fondant.? In fact, I dab in the middle a Peep!

Chocolate Mug Cake
By Piper Slogoff
Everyone loves a good cupcake or
cake to snack on for dessert, but
sometimes they can be a hassle to
make. Between all of the bowls and
ingredients you need, they can be a
little time consuming, not to mention
all of the dishes you would have to
do afterwards! So today, I want to
show you how you can make a very
easy chocolate mug cake.

I NGREDI ENTS
¼ cup all-purpose flour
¼ cup white sugar
2 tbsp unsweetened cocoa powder
? teaspoon baking soda
? teaspoon salt
3 tablespoon milk
2 tablespoon canola oil
1 tablespoon water
¼ teaspoon vanilla extract
First, mix flour, sugar, cocoa
powder, baking soda, and salt into a
microwave-safe mug. Then, stir in
milk, canola oil, water, and vanilla

Bake for 45 to 55 minutes, or until
center is almost set. Run a knife
around the rim of the pan to loosen the
cake; cool before moving. Refrigerate
4 hours. Top with Cool Whip and fruit
of your choice.

Six Surprising
Facts about Dogs
By Amelia Dennis

Many people call themselves dog
5. Flavor. I asked lovers but how much do you really
Christine how she makes know about man's best friend? Here
her cakes taste so good are a few facts that may surprise you!
(seriously, you should try one). Her
response was, ?When baking with 1. Dogs can smell thousands of times
cake from a box mix, if the recipe better than humans. For this reason,
calls for water, use milk instead. This they can smell diseases like cancer on
a person?s breath.
makes the cakes nice and moist.?
I don?t know about you, but all
this talk about cake has made me 2. Dog bones found in Belgium
hungry. Maybe this weekend, I will suggest that the world?s first dog lived
use these tips to make and decorate approximately 31,700 years ago.
my own cake!
3. Puppies are about as smart as
two-year olds, and they both
understand about the same number of
words and actions.
extract. (Chocolate chips are
optional.) Finally, put the mug in the
microwave and cook on high for
about 1 minute and 45 seconds, or
until the cake is cooked in the
middle (insert a toothpick in the
middle to see if it comes out clean of
any batter). Let it cool down for
about a minute, and then ENJOY!
Tip: If you want it to be extra
flavorful, try adding on some
toppings! Whipped cream, ice
cream, and/or sprinkles can really
top it off! You can make it into an
easy ?a la mode.?

4. Not all people who have service
dogs have a problem with their five
senses. For example, some dogs of
service are used to detect blood levels
in people with diabetes.
5. The city of Paris loves dogs. In
fact, there are more dogs in Paris than
there are children!
6. Dogs have a higher body
temperature than humans. While our
average body temperature is 37
degrees Celsius, a dog?s temperature
is 38 degrees Celsius.
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How to Make Soufflé Slime
By Willa Melton
Soufflé Slime is an irregular fluffy
slime with a puffy ?cream top.? It is
a satisfying twist on regular slime,
complete with hours of play. It is
relatively easy to make, and fun, too!
SUPPL I ES
White PVA craft glue (like Elmers)
Contact lens solution*
Baking soda
Borax dissolved in water* *
Shaving cream
Small containers to put the slime
in* * *
A teaspoon and a tablespoon for
measuring
Food coloring
Two bowls
TI PS
* Be sure your contact lens solution
has buffered saline on the ingredients
list, or even better, sodium borate,
and/or boric acid.

* * You can use a ?slime solution?
mixed from either contact lens
solution and baking soda OR a borax
solution. Not both!

4. Add more white slime over the
thin, colored layer. Fill to top of
container. Fill each container this
way, until you have no slime left.

To make a successful borax solution,
put 2 tsp borax in 1 cup warm water.
Stir until dissolved. Take care not to
touch the powdered borax too much.

5. For the puffy dome, (this makes
the ?soufflé,) take the 2-3 teaspoons
of the slime that you saved, and put it
in another bowl. Add 3 heaping
tablespoons of shaving cream and
mix. If it won?t clump, add more of
the original slime and mix. To test,
touch your finger to it. If it comes out
with strings of slime, then it?s ready.

To make a solution from contact lens
solution and baking soda, combine
about 1 tbsp contact solution with a
pinch of baking soda. If the slime is
still sticky, add a little more of each.
To save your solution, pour the liquid
into a bottle, and label CLEARLY!
(Ex: Slime Solution, DO NOT
DRINK!!)
* * * Clear containers work best for
soufflé slime, because you can see
the food coloring.
PREP
1. Add 6 tbsp of glue into bowl.
2. Add 5 heaping tbsp of shaving
foam, and stir until combined.
3. Put in 1-2 tsp of your borax
?slime solution,? or all of your

contact lens-baking soda solution.
Stir until the mixture clumps
together. It should look like slime
now, and have some elasticity to it. A
good way to test your soufflé slime is
by poking it. If it pops out instead of
making a hole, you?ve got it! Set
aside 2-3 tsp of slime.
To make the soufflé slime prettier,
put 2 drops of food coloring in one of
the small containers. Then, spoon
about a heaping teaspoon of slime
into the container, and mix. Spread
around the bottom so it covers it. Pull
small amounts of slime up onto the
sides for a wavy effect.

PUTTI NG I T TOGETHER
At last, you are ready to assemble
your soufflé slime.
FIRST, take your filled containers,
and scoop some dome slime on top.
Experiment with different sizes of
domes. Don?t worry about touching it
too much though, because overnight,
the tops will settle and smooth.
NOW, we wait! Leave your slime
overnight, and don't touch. It should
be ready in 24 hours!

David Wiesner's Extraordinary Visit to Merion

Merion Muse Staff
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Editor s
Ana Byler, Libby Coyle, Ellenice
Delgado-Quiles, Sora Davidson,
Amelia Dennis, Sara Donagi, Willa
Melton, Joy Rao, and Piper Slogoff.

I told Mr. Wiesner that we only
have art one day a week at Merion,
and I asked him if he could run his
own school, how much time would
he have kids doing art every week?
?I?d love for art not to be thought of
as a separate activity. If it were up to
me, I?d do it every day in the
classroom as well as have a separate
art class.? He also believes, however,
that art classes aren?t necessary to
becoming
an artist.
?What?s
important is to provide kids with
space and time to create, and to allow
them to be bored. Being bored is
great! It means you have to come up
with something creative to do.?
What other advice does Mr.
Wiesner have for kids who dream of
becoming artists when they grow up?
?To create a lot of work, to have a
space in your house to make art
which you don?t have to constantly

clean up, so that it?s always there for
you at the ready? that?s a great
thing,? he said. ?You have to just do
it, and do it a lot! And that starts to
tell you what you really like, what
kind of ideas you find interesting,
because it takes a while to figure out
what direction you want to go in with
your art. And it?s all about the hours
that you put into it. If you do take an
art class, you want to be careful you
don?t get a teacher who tells you
?This is the way to do things?because
there isn?t a right way? it?s all about
how you want to do stuff. It?s about,
?Let?s make crazy stuff!? And when
you have a new idea, never say, ?Oh
that?s silly.? See where it takes you
and go there.?
Before the interview ended, I had
an important burning question for
Mr. Wiesner: ?In your book Tuesday,
when the frogs fly past a man who is

Meet Mrs. Partridge
Continued from page 1
What do you do as a Vice
Pr incipal?
I meet with teachers, I work on
curriculum, and I help students
problem solve. And sometimes I have
to deal with discipline when students
make poor choices.
What?s your favor ite par t about
being Vice Pr incipal?
Working with teachers on curriculum,
and watching kids make good
decisions and learn from them.
Now I have some fun questions.
What?s your favor ite color ?
Let?s see, my favorite color changes.
These days it?s a particular shade of
blue.

eating a sandwich? is that you
eating the sandwich? And what kind
of sandwich is it?? I asked him.
?Yes! That?s me!? he said. ?And
the sandwich would probably be PB
& J, because that?s still to this day
my favorite sandwich.?
I also had to know what he likes to
snack on while he works.
?Cheezits!? he said. ?They?re my
favorite food in all the world.? Mr.
Wiesner?s words will hopefully
change Merion and inspire our
teachers to include more art and
creative work in our classes. Maybe
once a year, TDAs could become
Totally Dramatic Amphibians, DRQs
could be Dreamy Radical Questions,
and enrichment would mean extra
time making art. Now let?s all eat
Cheezits and make some crazy stuff!

Answer Key
Villanova Basketball Quiz

What?s your favor ite Philadelphia
spor ts team?
[Laughs.] It?s the Eagles these days.
That?s an easy one!
What do you like to do outside of
school?
Outside of school, I love to garden.
And I have a house down at the
beach that I like to spend as much
time at as possible.
Now you know that Mrs. Partridge
joined the Merion team four years
ago, feels the same way you do about
tests, and likes going to her beach
house? just like me. Perhaps you
have something in common with her,
too. If you see her on your way to
class, say hi! Maybe you?ll learn a
little bit more about her.

1. A; 2. B; 3. C; 4. C; 5. A

You Can Help
Make the News!
Do you love to write or draw and
want to get your stories or comics
published? Are you interested in
learning how to make a newspaper
come to life?
Merion Muse will be back next
year for all 4th and 5th graders
who want to apply! Watch for
news in the fall about an
informational meeting to learn
more. We welcome parent
volunteers too! Email us at
merionmuse@gmail.com.
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